In the context of studying tourist resources and building an attractive tourist image of the country, such a type of tourism as military will play an important role. Military tourism is tourism at the sites of battles and historical battles for all interested parties, as well as for veterans and relatives of fallen soldiers, visits to existing and historical military facilities and training grounds, combat naval ships, submarines on training grounds and shooting ranges, participation in military exercises and maneuvers, staying at training grounds as spectators – a military tour, these can also include tours to visit military concentration camps and prisons.

At the same time, military tourism in Ukraine is not sufficiently developed. As one of the belligerent states in the Second World War and the birthplace of Eastern European culture, Ukraine not only has deep historical and cultural traditions, but also has an atmosphere of modernization as well as its own culture. Ukraine has preserved a large number of Soviet military facilities, weapons and equipment, including extremely unique nuclear facilities, military factories, military sites, to serve not only as a thematic subject of tourism development, but also as an appropriate addition to Ukrainian tourism as a whole.

The purpose of the article is to analyze the problems and prospects for the development of military tourism in Ukraine using the example of monuments of the Second World War. The article uses such general scientific methods of research as analysis, synthesis, deduction, induction, and the systematic method, which are based on reliable facts, the collection and analysis of which was carried out using methods based on the observation and study of military tourism activities.
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Formulation of the problem in general. Today, a characteristic feature of the economies of almost all countries of the world is the extremely fast pace of globalization, which radically changes the relations between the subjects of the world economic system. In addition, as evidenced by the scientific works of researchers, the current state of development of the processes of the economic system today is characterized by a state of close interdependence of the countries of the world. In the conditions of economic collapses – economic, financial, economic crises, there is a tendency to minimize the duration of the negative impact of these phenomena on the economy of various countries, especially those with an insufficient level of economic development. In such conditions, all countries of the world are looking for effective ways to preserve their economic, financial, and energy security and strengthen their international competitiveness. One of the most promising sectors of the world economy, which significantly affects the development of the state, is the tourism industry. Even under the conditions of a crisis, the role of tourism is constantly growing, because it contributes to the increase of jobs, the inflow of currency income to the country, and is a source of replenishment of budgets of various levels (Bezuhliy, 2007).

Analysis of recent research and publications. Such scientists as I. Bezugliy, M. Boyko, V. Vecherskyi, V. Yevdokymenko, V. Yermachenko, H. Zinoviev, I. Kartashevska dealt with the problem of researching the geospatial organization of military tourism and the integration of regional tourist space into various forms of national tourism, V. Kvartalnov, V. Kifyak, M. Klyap and others.

At the same time, military tourism in Ukraine is not sufficiently developed. As one of the belligerent states in the Second World War and the birthplace of Eastern European culture, Ukraine not only has deep historical and cultural traditions, but also has an atmosphere of modernization as well as its own culture. However, until now, there are no regulatory documents on the organization and development of military tourism in Ukraine, and the definition of "military tourism" itself is absent in the Law on Tourism.

At the same time, as evidenced by the analysis of literary sources, the issue of studying the peculiarities of the geospatial organization of military tourism in Ukraine, as well as in the study of algorithms for the integration of regional tourist space into various forms of national tourism by determining the geographical prerequisites for the distribution of tourist resources for the effective organization of military tourism, has not been studied enough. To date, scientific economic and tourist practice lacks a clear concept of the development and operation of a toolkit for the construction of a regional tourist space, uncertain influencing factors on the formation of a system of geospatial organization of military tourism in Ukraine, project-research work in the direction of researching technologies and ways of functioning of an effective system is unsystematic distribution of tourist resources, the content, forms and methods of such work are not sufficiently disclosed.

Formulation of the goals of the article (statement of the task). The purpose of the article is to analyze the geospatial organization of military tourism in Ukraine, as well as to study algorithms for the integration of regional tourist space into various forms of national tourism by determining the geographical prerequisites for the distribution of tourist resources for the effective organization of military tourism.

Methods and methodology. The article uses such general scientific methods of research as analysis, synthesis, deduction, induction, and the systematic method, which are based on reliable facts, the collection and analysis of which was carried out using methods based on the observation and study of military tourism activities. Such
studies do not involve the creation of an artificial, experimental situation to identify and collect the necessary facts. These facts are real events of military tourism that took place in the course of military tourism activities. Descriptive and explanatory methods were also used, reflecting the facts concerning little-studied objects and phenomena of military tourism; explanation of causes and causal relationships between facts. Methods of theoretical research are included, in which, in addition to a review and critical analysis of the literature, there are own proposals aimed at solving the problem.

Presentation of the main research material. One of the most promising sectors of the world economy, which significantly affects the development of the state, is the tourism industry. Even under conditions of crisis, the role of tourism is constantly growing, because it contributes to the increase of jobs, the inflow of foreign exchange earnings to the country, and is a source of replenishment of budgets at various levels.

The analysis of the state and trends in the development of tourism in Ukraine shows that the development of the sphere is chaotic, without a purposeful comprehensive state tourism policy, which leads to the outflow of funds abroad, because outbound tourism dominates over inbound tourism.

The development of the domestic tourism industry belongs to the European model of state regulation of tourism activities, which is based on tourism as one of the priority areas of development at the state level, where issues of the development of the sphere are resolved at the level of the ministry or the relevant branch body, which focuses its activities on solving general issues and conducting an effective marketing policy to create a positive tourist image and promote the country’s brand.

It should be emphasized that the positioning of the country in the international arena, the development of the state brand and the effective management of this process in modern realities play an important role. The ability to create a positive image of the country by highlighting its advantages, revealing various aspects of identity, creative and thoughtful work aimed at devaluing the objective-subjective negative associative series, aiming at changing ideas about the established image is a relatively new mechanism in the arsenal of tools implementation of foreign policy.

International tourism for a number of developing countries is the main item of export of services and one of the main sources of foreign currency income for these countries; serves as a stabilizing lever for the formation of their budgets and credit-financial relations with other states. The share of tourism in the national economy and international trade has turned it into an important indicator of world development.

As a result of effective tourism branding, a certain image of the country emerges, which covers its past, present and future. Successful branding of the state is a powerful means of influencing international public opinion.

On the other hand, the tourist resources of the state are a natural material basis and a prerequisite for the development of the tourism industry as a whole, which currently plays an increasingly important role in society, economy and life. Explanatory methods were used.

In the context of studying tourist resources and building an attractive tourist image of the country, such a type of tourism as military will play an important role. Military tourism is tourism at the sites of battles and historical battles for all interested, as well as for veterans and relatives of fallen soldiers, visiting existing and historical military facilities and training grounds, combat naval ships, submarines, riding on military equipment, shooting weapons on training grounds and shooting ranges, participation in military exercises and maneuvers, staying on training grounds as spectators – a military tour, which also includes tours to visit military concentration camps and prisons.

The geospatial structure of military tourism refers to the spatial economic relations in which different departments of the tourism industry compete with each other, rely on each other, and complement each other in the geospatial scheme of a geographic region (Boiko, 2009).

However, the development of the tourism industry benefits from the use of military tourism, providing a variety of services ranging from historical tours to military equipment. The establishment of a tourist route based on military tourism activities can significantly increase the country’s tourist revenue, which is a positive factor for the development of the tourism industry in Ukraine. Therefore, the development of military tourism in Ukraine can be an effective tool for the promotion of the country’s tourism brand.
food, housing, transport, tourism, entertainment and health care, to build an efficient industrial system to more profitably realize industries and more rational planning, promoting thus the harmonious and sustainable development of the entire industrial system (Kartashevska, 2000).

The industrial integration of the tourism space should improve its content through the development of the cultural industry, paying attention to enriching the connotation of tourism culture, improving the quality of the industry, and ultimately form the integration of culture and industry and form a mutual promotion, complementary and mutual prosperity pattern between industry and culture (Kvartalnov, 2002).

At the same time, it is necessary to fully integrate various traffic routes in the region. If the region does not have a convenient and well-established transportation network, the factors of tourism, manufacturing and raw materials will be severely limited, and satisfactory integrated development of the regional economy will not be realized. Therefore, it is important to constantly speed up the connection and development of urban roads, vehicles and auxiliary facilities of provinces, cities and towns in the region, jointly improve and promote the formation of advanced regional transportation hubs, promote economic development and renewal, and promote the rapid development of transportation in order to realize the integration of tourism space and three-dimensional transport (Kyliak, 2003).

In addition, with the constant improvement of technologies, computer and network technologies, information technologies penetrate into all aspects of social life and economic development, therefore the status and role of the integration of informatization in the tourist space in Ukraine is constantly growing in regional economic integration (Kliap, 2013; Shandor, 2013).

It is important to promote the intelligent management of informatization in tourism with the help of information technology, communication and network technology, to implement technological management and network management through the wide use of information technology in order to improve the efficiency of service and management as a whole, and to implement the exchange and sharing of information resources (Krachylo, 1987).

To implement the integration of regional institutions in tourism, it is necessary to standardize the policies and institutions of different regions, establish and improve tourism rules and regulations, implement tourism policies and regulations, formulate unified legal norms, market rules and government behavior to ensure institutional norms and legal guarantees for development regional tourism and economy (Kurylo, 2003).

It should be noted that the structure of the organization of military tourism is based on the geographical distribution of tourist resources, with the premise of convenient transportation, as well as on the principle of mutual benefit and complementary advantages between scenic spots, achieving a common function of tourist attractions, tourist routes, tourist products, tourist accommodation, the market of tourist sources and other factors, in order to form an integrated, orderly and unified system in an unevenly developed geographical area, to achieve cross-regional, inter-industrial integration and optimization of tourist resources as a whole to achieve the goal of complementarity of resources, market and development, additional development and effectively promoting the accessibility, diversity and richness of tourism in such a way as to promote the vigorous development of military tourism (Liubitseva, 2003 a).

At the same time, the organizational structure of the military tourism space makes military tourism resources, goods, services, transport and facilities in different regions organically connected to form a stronger comprehensive entity characterized by comprehensiveness, diversity, integrity, privileges and service characteristics (Liubitseva, 2003 b).

From the perspective of the spatial organization of the military tourism structure, in a certain regional range, each tourism market is in a scattered state, with relative independence, but from the perspective of the whole region, each tourism market is in the relationship between a point, a line and an area.

Based on functional differentiation, through different levels and types form an orderly integrity, in order to promote different types of tourism market to form the overall benefit with agglomeration and increase, and the integrity is more capable than the sum of the parts, which is not only a single and independent dispersion, but also a comprehensive and unified combination that could significantly increase the external attractiveness of military tourism products (Chzhan, 2009; Siu, 2009).

The spatial organizational structure of military tourism is developed based on the division of labor and cooperation between different regions and industries. Its goal is to achieve win-win results through cooperation and the harmonious and sustainable development of the military tourism economy (Chzhan, 2010; Chzhan, 2010).

Thus, in the process of developing the strategy of military tourism, it is necessary to constantly observe relative balance and dynamic coordination between regions, to make general planning and coordinated development of various tourist resources in different regions, to understand the characteristics of their preservation, it is necessary to rationally separate local standards, and not simply pursue excessive development without observing the balance.

Conclusions to this research and proposals. Therefore, it is important to competently and harmoniously model the system of military tourism development at the regional level in order to ensure the sustainable development of this type of tourism throughout the country. The distribution of military tourism resources, based on central cities, is based on the conditions of natural regions, historical relations and certain economic and social conditions and, according to the needs of tourists, through development and construction to form a characteristic tourist space, includes such elements as landmarks facilities, transport, accommodation, aids and infrastructure.

Our country has a lot to be proud of, including from the point of view of military history, so there is nothing surprising in the fact that Ukrainian citizens have a rather high level of patriotic sentiment and sense of national pride.

Military-patriotic tourism has an important educational function. It is of great importance for the formation of a sense of national self-awareness and love for the motherland in the younger generation.

Taking into account the significant corresponding potential, as well as problems with financing the Ukrainian army and enterprises of the military-industrial complex, I believe that military tourism should take place in Ukraine as an alternative way to solve financial and material problems, as well as an effective form of popularizing the country abroad, forming its tourism image, education of citizens’ patriotism.

Military tourism in Ukraine can and should become a source of significant replenishment of state and local budgets, an important source of funding for the army, a
means of publicly accessible and full-fledged recreation, as well as an effective form of familiarization and study of the military-historical heritage of the nation and the state. Which is undoubtedly important for the patriotic education of all citizens of the country.
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